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CHAPTER TEN 

Berkeley's Strange Semi-Occasionalist 

Mystery: Finite Minds as Causes 

MARC A. HIGHT 

10. 1 Introduction

Berkeley allegedly signals his departure from the occasionalism of Male
branche in an entry in his notebooks: "We move our legs ourselves. 'tis we 
that will the movement. Herein I differ from Mal branch."' Nonetheless, 
many commentators have argued that Berkeley is an occasiona!ist or "semi
occasionalist" despite his protest." Here I provide a new line of argument for 
attributing a limited form of occasionalism to Berkeley, based on his accep

tance of Malebranche's account of causation. 
Berkeley believed that genuine causes necessitate their effects and never

theless attempted to make room for the view that finite minds could, in some 
limited cases, be genuine causes. That is, I here argue that there is reason to 
think that Berkeley believes that the wills of finite minds can necessitate some 
effects and be genuine causes in their own right. To be specific, Berkeley holds 
that imaginative wills necessitate the effect of the presence of an idea of imagi
nation, In virtue of our power to imagine, we cause ideas of imagination. 

In order to defend this thesis and explore its plausibility, I start by briefly 

characterizing some relevant concepts before reviewing the textual evidence 
that has generated some controversy over Berkeley's views. I then argue that 
Berkeley's conception of a cause is Malebranchian. Once we know what he 

takes a cause to be, I consider Berkeley's reasons both for wanting finite minds 
to have causal power as well as the details of how such a view is plausible. 
Berkeley invokes a distinction between volition and power, which turns out 
to be instrumental in his thinking. I conclude with a brief analysis of the plau
sibility of some of the key claims Berkeley requires. 
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ro.2 Some Conceptual Geography 

Proper, full-blooded occasionalism is the view that God is the only genuine 
cause. The emphasis is important as it implies that no other entity (mind 
or body) has any causal efficacy.3 I shall abbreviate this view as OCC (and 
when I use the word "occasionalism" alone I am referring to this strong con
ception). It is possible, however, to limit the view. The most important of 
these restrictions is to the physical, sensory world. The view that God is the 
only genuine cause of physical events (leaving open the possibility for genuine 
causes outside of the physical realm) is a form of "semi" occasionalism that I 
shall abbreviate here as OCP. A number of scholars, including Lisa Downing 
in particular, have made use of this concept in attributing a limited occasion
alism to Berkeley.4 

At times, however, it is useful to also limit our conception of occasionalism 
to one of the primary arguments typically used in its defense, the argument 
from the conception of causation. 5 The view that the only causes are those 
that necessitate their effects, I abbreviate here as NEC. An event necessitates 
an effect when the latter cannot logically fail to occur (immediately) after the 
former. Thus necessitation in this context requires more than constancy of 
experience. NEC is not itself a semi-occasionalist view, but it plays a crucial 
role in many forms of occasionalism. According to this division of concepts, 
Malebranche is a proper occasionalist (OCC) because NEC is true and his 
assertion that God is the only entity with the power to necessitate effects. 
NEC is compatible with OCP as well; only God has the ability to necessitate 
effects in the sensory world. Nonetheless, other agents might necessitate non
physical effects. 

OCP and NEC conceptually come apart with the supposition that there 
are genuine causes in the non-physical realm that nonetheless do not neces
sitate their effects. In other words, NEC requires a conception of causation as 
necessary connection whereas OCP does not. One might suppose that minds 

have certain causal powers without thereby necessitating their effects. Certain 

theories of causal over-determination might fall into this category. In these 
cases NEC would be false but OCP might nonetheless be true. 

For Berkeley, who does not believe that any apparent causes in the physi
cal world necessitate their effects beyond the will of God, I argue that NEC 
in conjunction with certain theological considerations entails OCP. Hence, 

only God's will is causally potent in the physical world. I argue below that

Berkeley endorses OCP in part because he believes the stronger NEC. Thus

Berkeley endorses OCP and NEC, but not OCC. Furthermore the reason 

Berkeley endorses OCP stems equally from theological as well as metaphysi

cal grounds. 
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One might wonder where concurrentist theories fit into this taxonomy. 
c;oncurrentiscs bold that finite minds are genuine causes, but they do nut 
believe that finite minds, strictly speaking, necessitate their effects since the 
presence of God is required for any efficacious cause.6 Thus oncurrentists 
deny NEC in virtue of th· rejecti n of the ne es ary c nnection theory of 
causation. They also deny OCP on the grounds that the presence of a finite 
,nind is 1'1ever sufficient to bring about an effect, since God's concurrence 
is always required (whether in the physical world or not). Since one can 
imagine a finite mind willing some event such that G d might withhold its 
concurrence the wills of finite minds a.re not proper causes (on this neces
sitarian view). As a result, concurrentism is a rejection f occasionalism full 
sro_p. Therefore, in arguing that Berkeley is a kind of semi-occasionalist, I 
am rejecting McDonough's reading of Berkeley as a divin concurrenti t, 
although it lies beyond the scope of this endeavor to engage his analy i 
directly. 

ro.3 Arguments for Occasionalism 

Traditional interpreters of early modern occasionalism highlight primarily 
metaphysical reasons for endorsing the view. Malebranche himself pro
vides two explicit arguments for occasionalism, both of which appeal to 
metaphysical concerns. The first argument involves the concept of a cause, 
which Malebranche famously defines as "necessary connection". "A true 
cause as I understand it is one such that the mind perceives a necessary 
connection between it and its effect. "7 One event (or agent) may be said 
to cause a certain effect only if that event (or agent) necessitates the ef
fect. Since only God is omnipotent, only God's will necessitates its effects. 
Hence, OCC is true. 

Malebranche's second argument involves divine conservation. Like Des
cartes before him, Malebranche asserts that God continuously creates the 
world. As a result, every created thing depends on God in a way that rules 
out secondary or supplementary causes. Since continuous creation precludes 
the possibility of other kinds of necessary connections, only God is a genuine 
cause. 8 Since I contend that the first argument more directly concerns Berke
ley, in this paper I shall focus on the necessary connection argument. 

One can certainly find sympathetic echoes in Berkeley that might make one 
believe he endorsed OCC along precisely the metaphysical lines Malebranche 
presents when emphasizing the necessary connection analysis. Berkeley 
clearly argues that there is no necessary connection between ideas, since those 
relations are only of sign to signified. In fact, many of the things we take to 
be causes are not causes at all. "[T]he connexion of ideas does not imply the 
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relation of cause and effect, but only of a mark or sign with the thing signifoed. 
The fire which I see is not the ,ausc of the pain I suffer upon my approaching 
it, but the mark that forewarns me of it.", Fire is in fact a sign from the Au
thor of Nature to guide us in our way in the world. Thus genuine causality in 
the physical world is limited to God. He even explicitly admits that there are 
occnsional causes (of which he says that they are "in truth hut signs") when 
referring to physical processes. '0 Nicholas Jolley interprets these texts as evi
dence that Berkeley is "in the grip of a Malebranchia n argument"." He reads 
Princif,les 3 r as evidence of such influence. 

That food nourishes, sleep rdreshes, and fire warms us; that to sow in the set:d
rime is the way to reap in the harvest, and in general, that to obtain such or such 
ends, such or such means are conducive, all this we know, not by discovering any 
necessary connection between our ideas, but by the observation of the settled 
laws of nature, without which we should be all in uncertainty and confusion, 
and a grown man no more know how to manage himself in the affairs of life, 
than infant just born," 

There is an implicit denia I that necessary connection obtains when we consider 
the regularities of the physical, sensory world. •i I accept Jolley's point. The 
evidence that Berkeley is chinking along Malebranchian lines (and in Mal
ebranchian language) is compelling. I shall extend this claim subsequently, 
arguing that Berkeley thinks ahout (efficient) causation entirely in Malebran
chian terms. 

There is one place where Berkeley apparently endorses strong 
occasiona!ism-hut it appears early in the Notebooks. 

+ Strange impotence of men. Man without God. Wretcheder than a stone or
tree, he having only the power to be miserable by his unperformed wills, these
having no power at all.••

The passage is also acwmpanied by the controverisal "+" mark in the margin, 
which some have taken to be a "black mark" signifying later rejection. As Wal
ter Ott and I have argued elsewhere, we prefer to treat the mark cautiously.'> 
One ought nor suppose that "+" marked entries are clearly Berkeley's final, 
considered views without corroborating evidence from the pub)jshed works 
(although the absence of published corroboration is not enough to dismiss 

them out of hand either). And here is another example that supports our 
earlier caution: he more often than not contradicts his bold assertion of impo
tence, not only in his published works but also in the Notebooks! "We move 
our legs ourselves" (N 548) is a dear example. Thus there is dear need to be 
careful with the evidence from his unpublished musings. 
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All of this evidence, however, to the extent that it is evidence, points toward 
rnaking Berkeley an occasionalist by virtue of noting Berkeley's endorsement 
of NEC. Adherence to NEC is not, however, sufficient to force one to OCC. 
My contention is that Berkeley accepts Malebranche's claim that causation 
requires necessary connection, but rejects the strong occasionalism of Mal
ebranche by implicitly accepting the causal power of imaginative volitions. I 
start by analyzing the evidence that Berkeley accepts NEC and then turn to 
examine both why and how Berkeley chooses OCP over OCC. 

10.4 Berkeley as Malebranchian about Causation 
Upon examination of the texts, the evidence that Berkeley adopts and em
ploys the Malebranchian language of necessary connection in his thinking 
about causation is persuasive. For Berkeley, as for Malebranche, a genuine 
cause is one whose effects are necessitated. The evidence stretches throughout 
Berkeley's published works and some of the passages are particularly explicit, 
as in his Theory of Vision Vindicated and Explained.

To perceive is one thing; to judge is another. So likewise, to be suggested is one 
thing, and to be inferred another. Things are suggested and perceived by sense. 
We make judgments and inferences by the understanding. What we immediately 
and properly perceive by sight is its primary object, light and colours. What is 
suggested or perceived by mediation thereof, are tangible ideas which may be 
considered as secondary and improper objects of sight. We infer causes from 
effects, effects from causes, and properties one from another, where the connec

tion is necessary. 16 

Berkeley is keen to establish that ideas are utterly passive and hence not caus
ally powerful, merely being signs for things signified. Part of his argument 
is the contingency of the connections between ideas. Where the connection 
between ideas can be contingent there can be no causation. 

Ideas which are observed to be connected with other ideas come to be considered 
as signs, by means whereof things not actually perceived by sense are signified or 
suggested to the imagination, whose objects they are, and which alone perceives 
them. And as sounds suggest other things, so characters suggest those sounds; 
and, in general, all signs suggest the things signified, there being no idea which 
may not offer to the mind another idea which hath been frequently joined with 
it. In certain cases a sign may suggest its correlate as an image, in others as an 
effect, in others as a cause. But where there is no such relation of similitude or 
causality, nor any necessary connexion whatsoever, two things, by their mere 
coexistence, or two ideas, merely by being perceived together, may suggest or 
signify one the other, their connexion being all the while arbitrary; for it is the 
connexion only, as such, that causeth this effect. '7 
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His thinking here is consistent throu�hout his career. He repeatedly stresses 
the lack of necessary connection between ideas, in particular hetwecn ideas 
and bodies, ' 1 The point is most perspicuously made in the middle of the 
Principles. 

To all whkh my answer is, first, that the connexion of iJeas ,.loes not imply the 
relation of cause and effect, but only of a mark or sign with the thing signified. 
The fire which I see is not the cause of the pain I suffer upon my approaching it, 
but the mark that forewarns me of it. In like manner, the noise that I hear is not 
the effect of this or that motion or collision of the ambient bodies, but the sign 
thereof .•. '' 

The reason that Berkeley denies that there are any causes ( besides God) in 
the physical world is exactly Malehranchian: there are no natural necessary 
connections in the sensory world. "But what reason can induce us to believe 
the existence of bodies without the mind, from what we perceive, since the 
very patrons of matter themselves do not pretend, there is any necessary con
nexion betwixt them and nur ideas?"·0 He takes it as generally accepted (even 
by materialists) that there arc no necessary connections in the sensory worl<l. 
We know things about the physical world, but "not by discovering any nec
essary connexion between our ideas".•' Berkeley is firmly in the grips of the 
Malebranchian concept of a cause. Thus if minds have any causal power, in 
those cases they necessitate their effects. 

10.5 Finite Minds and Causal Power

A variety of texts have been used to argue that Berkeley is committed to the 
causal power of finite minds. In addition to N 548 previously cited ("We 
move our legs ourselves."), several passages seem to directly imply that OCC 
is false. Before we can profita 6ly investigate those passages, however, we need 
to clarify some of the language about causation. 

There is a distinction between two putative kinds of causation. Consider 
the two following events. 

(I) I cause my leg to move,
(2) I cause the volition that my leg move.

Berkeley believes that (2) is possihle (and in fact happens), but despite some 
cloudiness in the texts, as shall become apparent he must reject (I). In fact, 
Berkeley never says that finite minds cause physical events like moving limbs. 
Instead, he says that finite minds have the power to move limbs and so forth. 
The movement of a leg is a sensory event involving ideas of sense where there 
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is no necessary connection with a particular will. Hence, there is no causation, 

strictly speaking. Consider the entire entry of N 5 48. 

S We move our legs ourselves. 'tis we that will the movement. Herein I differ 

from Malbranch,, 

Berkeley expounds on his initial claim by invoking the will. There is thus some 

reason to suspect that Berkeley is operating with a distinction between power 

and volition, which in turn I shall argue leads to a distinction between powers 

and causes. Let's examine some of the texts traditionally thought to support 

Berkeley's claim for type ( r) causation. 

As a start, recall that for Berkeley, only minds are active. Thus, even motion 

is not an instance of genuine power, it involving only passive ideas (although 

there might be causes of motion). In the Three Dialogues Berkeley has Hylas 

agree with Philonous, stating "I agree with you. And indeed it is very plain, 

that when I stir my finger, it remains passive; but my will which produced the 

motion, is active. " 21 The assertion is that minds are causally efficacious even

though sensory objects are not. That prepares us for the following, where 

Berkeley apparently claims that minds can cause physical events. 

PHILONOUS: In plucking this flower, I am active, because I do it by the 

motion of my hand, which was consequent upon my volition; so like

wise in applying it to my nose. But is either of these smelling? 

HYLAS: No. 

PHILONOUS: I act too in drawing the air through my nose; because my 

breathing so rather otherwise, is the effect of my volition. But neither 

can this be called smelling: for if it were, I should smell every time I 

breathed in that manner.'4 

The suggestion at first pass is that we are causally active in moving our hands 

to pluck the flower and bring it forward to our nose, as those motions are 
"consequent" upon our volitions. 

The most potent of the passages produced for thinking that Berkeley endorses 

the causal power of the mind to produce physical effects comes in De Motu. 

Besides corporeal things there is the other class, viz. thinking things, and that 

there is in them the power of moving bodies we have learned by personal ex

perience, since our mind at will can stir and stay the movements of our limbs, 

whatever be the ultimate explanation of the fact. This is certain that bodies are 

moved at the will of the mind, and accordingly the mind can be called, correctly 

enough, a principle of motion, a particular and subordinate principle indeed, 

and one which itself depends on the first and universal principle/' 
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Here Berkeley seems for many to be unequivocal. Thinking things have a 
power to move bodies and these passages have led many to think that there 
is a problem of consistency. Berkeley seems to endorse the causal power of 
minds in the physical world, yet is committed to denying that same power in 
virtue of his own conception of causation. 

George Pitcher has attempted to resolve the apparent conflict in the texts 
by arguing that Berkeley should have simply endorsed occasionalism, even 
though he did not. 26 Ken Winkler has proposed a novel reading of Berkeley 
that emphasizes final causes in Berkeley's analysis of action. 27 More recently 
Jeffrey McDonough has argued that Berkeley ought to be read as a concur
rentist, abandoning occasionalism entirely. Sukjae Lee criticizes all these 
views, arguing that finite minds are causally active, but only with respect to 
our volitions that pertain to our imaginative faculties. 28 I refer the reader to 
this excellent set of exchanges, but do not wish to rehash what has come be
fore. Instead, I want to argue that Lee's final diagnosis is, in the main, correct, 
but also want to extend his analysis. Berkeley does not hold that we causally 
contribute to the movement of our physical bodies, but he holds that we do 

causally contribute to the production of ideas of the imagination. Whereas 
Lee stops at the claim that Berkeley believes that our imaginative volitions 
have causal power, I attempt to explain precisely how and why they do ac
cording to Berkeley. 

The key is that Berkeley distinguishes the concepts of power and volition, 
which in turn lead to a distinction between power and cause. Berkeley is 
drawn to this distinction for theological reasons, which must be unpacked 
alongside the metaphysical views. 

10.6 Finite Minds as Divine Exemplars 

There are at least two important theological reasons why Berkeley wants the 
upshot of causal efficacy for finite minds. The first is that Berkeley wants to 
give substance to the claim that finite minds are created in the image of God 
and the second is that he wants to avoid the "author of sin" problem that ap
pears to be especially worrisome for occasionalists. 

Berkeley is keen to emphasize the Christian tradition that stresses the simi

larities between humanity and God without thereby undermining the grace

and power of the latter. Berkeleian immaterialists have a natural way of read

ing this doctrine that is consistent with both his metaphysics and Christian

orthodoxy. 

It is evident there are two parts in the composition of man: The mind which is 

pure and spiritual, which is made in the image of God, and which we have in 
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common with angels: and the corporeal part containing the senses and passions 

which we have in common with brute beasts. The former tends to the knowledge 

and love of God as its true center, to vertue piety and holiness, to all things ex

cellent and praise-worthy; the later inclines to the world, to sensible objects, to 

carnal things such as may gratify our grosser affections and appetites.29 

Since there cannot literally be a spiritual "image" of God, Berkeley takes 

the doctrine to mean that our mental powers are analogous to that of God, 

just to a lesser degree. Our minds made in the image of God implies that our 

minds have-again, to a lesser degree-the same capabilities and powers of 
the mind of God. Foremost among those powers is that of volition. Finite 

minds, like God, can will. Berkeley is thus much like Descartes in embracing 

the image of God hypothesis, which also serves to separate him from Mal

ebranche. As Jolley has noted, firmly embracing the doctrine makes the mind 
"altogether too godlike" for Malebranche, who wishes to reserve all causal 

power to God.3° 
The exact manner in which we are like God turns out to matter for our 

present investigation. God is powerful, active, and wills. Berkeley initially 
struggles with how finite minds imitate the divine. Early in his career, he 
seems to straightforwardly identify power with causal efficacy. 

+ The simple idea call'd Power seems obscure or rather none at all. but onely

the relation 'twixt cause & Effect. Wn I ask whether A can move B. if A be an

intelligent thing. I mean no more than whether the volition of A that B move

be attended with the motion of B, if A be senseless whether the impulse of A

against B be follow'd by ye motion of BY

He is yet more explicit a few entries later. 

+ Power no simple Idea. it means nothing but the Relation between Cause &

Effect.J2

Both passages have the troublesome"+" symbol in the margin beside the en
tries which should urge the reader to caution. If nothing else, Berkeley's own 
mature views about the nature of ideas provide one reason why he would be 
hesitant about the thoughts expressed here. Ideas are utterly passive; there 
can be no idea of an active power or a relation. Minds relate and act; ideas 
do nothing. 

Berkeley, however, eventually works his way to a more sophisticated po
sition. He separates power and volition, keeping the original connection of 
the concept of power with the relation between an instance of willing and its 
effects. 
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S There is a difference betwixt Power & Volition. There may be volition without 
Power. But there can be no Power without Volition. Power implyeth volition 
& at the same time a Connotation of the Effects following the Volition.•'·' 

To say that an agent has power is only to note that there is some kind of connec

tion between an act of volition and some consequent idea. God is all-powerful 
because God's will necessitates its effects in the physical world, the world of 
ideas and their contents. We come to understand the concept of power by not

ing the relationship between an instance of willing and sensory effects. Thus, 

we come to think that we have the power to move our legs ourselves because we 

notice that instances of certain acts of volition are followed by particular sets 

of ideas. We can will without those willings producing their intended effects. 
Hence, there can be will (activity) without power, because the ideas that follow 

some acts of the will are not the ones intended. The very concept of power im

plies a connection between some sensory upshot and a preceding volition, but 
that concept does not require a necessary connection. I have the power to press 
a key on a piano; that is, my willing to produce a certain idea is often associated 

with exactly that upshot. When the idea obtains (i.e. is perceived) after my act 

of willing (that idea), that is an instance of power. But the volition and idea are 

not always so associated and thus I am not, properly speaking, the cause of the 

idea even when I willed that exact outcome. Necessary connections are causes. 
When God wills the key to be pressed, it is not possible for any other effect to 

obtain. Thus God, unlike myself, causes the effect. 

One clear manner by which we might separate mere powers from causal 
ones is the source of the alleged causal influence. We know, for instance, that 
any time an event occurs following an act of another mind's volition, we are 

not the cause. 

S What means Cause as distinguish'd from Occasion? nothing but a Being 
which wills when the Effect follows the volition. Those things that happen 
from without we are not the Cause of therefore there is some other Cause of 
them i.e. there is a being that wills these perceptions in us.H 

When the effect comes "from without" we are not the cause. When the effect 

is not under our control, experience has taught us that there are no necessary 

connections. Nonetheless, the entry clearly establishes that a genuine cause is 

one where an effect follows the volition. Thus Berkeley operates with a dis

tinction between power and cause. 
The distinction turns out to be crucial. We are created in the image of God 

insofar as we are active minds that will and have power. Unlike God, we 
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are causally impotent in the sensory world. Our wills do not necessitate the

corresponding ideas of sense in the physical world. But we are nonetheless 
endued with power. Owing to the regularities of the world established by the 

Author of Nature, we frequently do find in our experience that our volitions 

are attended by ideas in a predictable fashion. As such, we are powerful be

ings. Thus, if challenged to explain Berkeley's claim that we "move our legs 

ourselves" we see that he has already provided us with the relevant distinc

tion. The entire entry from the Notebooks is as follows: 

S We move our legs ourselves. 'tis we that will the movement. Herein I differ 

from Malbranch.n 

What he means when he says we move our legs ourselves is that we have the 

power to do so. That is, leg movement does occur after instances of willing. 

But Berkeley does not say that we cause our legs to move. Careful attention 

to the texts reveals that Berkeley never says that finite minds are causes with 

respect to the sensory world. Instead, he says that minds have the power to 

do so, that is, instances of our volition are correlated with certain effects. The 

stronger that correlation, the greater the power. As I shall shortly argue, for 

Berkeley our strictly causal power is limited to acts of the will, and our causal 

power is limited to acts of the imagination, whose effects are necessitated by 

those volitional acts. 

Lee adopts a similar line of analysis in reading Berkeley.36 Furthermore, Lee 
advances an interpretation of Berkeley friendly to my purposes here. 

I suggest we take Berkeley's comments at face value, in the following manner: we 

have the power to produce volitions, and this power comprises the inner core of 

our activity in such a way that, even if we were to possess just these powers, we 

would be genuinely active in virtue of themY 

Lee recognizes that for Berkeley, finite minds have the literal power to pro

duce ideas of imagination from an act of the will. I refine this view by 

arguing that for Berkeley we have the causal power to produce imagina

tive volitions. This separates imaginative willings from those concerning 

the sensory world, where we have no volitional control over the resultant 

sensory ideas (necessary connection) and hence no causal agency. At this 

point Lee motivates his reading by arguing that Berkeley needs finite minds 
to have a sense of causal power in order to understand the causal activity 

of God. I take this to run hand in hand with my claim about the image of 

God hypothesis. 
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The analysis I provide here also enables us to deal with the difficult De 

Motu passage noted above. I contend that Berkeley's endorsement of NEC 
but not OCC is not challenged by the passage at all. For convenience, I repro
duce the passage again. 

Besides corporeal things there is the other class, viz. thinking things, and that 

there is in them the power of moving bodies we have learned by personal ex

perience, since our mind at will can stir and stay the movements of our limbs, 

whatever be the ultimate explanation of the fact. This is certain that bodies are 

moved at the will of the mind, and accordingly the mind can be called, correctly 

enough, a principle of motion, a particular and subordinate principle indeed, 

and one which itself depends on the first and universal principleY 

The phrase "our mind at will can stir and stay the movements of our limbs" 
is worrisome for occasionalist readers of Berkeley. Lee tries to undermine 
the passage by claiming that Berkeley is more hesitant here about his com
mitment to OCC than it appears at first blush.w I have no objection to his 
analysis, but I think a stronger case can be made. Berkeley notes at the out
set of the passage that thinking things have a power of moving bodies. We 
now know that invocations of power for Berkeley involve relating volitions 
to effects. And indeed, upon reflection we do find that many of our volitions 
are correlated with events in the physical world. Yet this does not imply 
causal efficacy. Berkeley takes pains to emphasize that power requires voli
tion even though that is not sufficient to generate a necessary connection. 
Thus when he continues to note that "our mind at will can stir and stay the 
movements of our limbs", he is only noting what we typically find in our 
experience, viz., that our volitional acts tend to correspond with sensory 
upshots. The following dependent clause, "whatever be the ultimate expla
nation of the fact", signals Berkeley's point. Simply noting the connection 
is not sufficient to identify the cause (i.e. what produces a necessary connec
tion, if there is one). 

10.7 The Author of Sin 

The insight that there is a distinction between causal efficacy and the typical 
production of events following upon an act of the will produces a critical 
benefit for Berkeley. It allows him to solve the "author of sin" problem in a 
manner that he sees as consistent with his own immaterialist metaphysics. 
The author of sin problem is particularly acute for occasionalists. If God is 
the only agent in the universe with causal power, whatever evil acts are per

formed in the universe are done so at a minimum with the active consent of 

God. As a murderer prepares to harm an innocent, it is God who eventually 
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pulls tht: trigger and is causally responsible for the resultant evil. Even if the 
intcnticm to do unjustifiable harm is not God's, one might reasonably wonder 
why an omnipotent and omni-benevolent being would not simply refuse to 
carry out the action. Berkeley's solution is prompted by his u nderstan<ling 
of the distinction between power and volition. Sin, according to Berkeley, is 
purely a creature of the will. He is quite dear about the problem and its solu
tion in the Three Dialogues. 

HYLAS: You arc not aware, Philonous, that in making God the immedi
ate author of all the motions in Nature, you make him the author of 
murder, sacrilege, adultery, and the like heinous sins. 

Pl!ILONOUS: In answer to that, I observe first, that the imputation of guilt 
is the same, whether a person commits an action with or without an 
instrument, In case therefore you suppose God to act by the mediation 
of an instrument, or occasion, called matter, you as truly make Him 
the author of sin as I, who think Him the immediate agent in all those 
operations vulgarly ascribed to Nature. I farther observe, that sin or 
moral turpitude doth not consist in the outward physical action or 
motion, but in the internal deviation of the will from the laws of rea
son and religion. This is plain, in that the killing an enemy in a battle, 
or putting a criminal legally to death, is not thought sinful, though the 
outward ace be the very same with that in the case of murder. Since 
therefore sin doth nor consist in the physical a<.:tion, the making God 
an immediate cause of all such actions, is not making him the author 
of sin .. ,4°

The <.:riti<.:al claim comes with his characterization of sin as ''the internal de
viation of the will from the laws of reason and religion", The view is both 
clever and orthodox. Aquinas, for instance, advances the same position. 

We do not impure to anyone as sin any act that is in no way in the person's 
power. And so if a person sh0l1ld take hold of another person's hand against the 
latter's will and use it to kill someone, we do not impute the sin of murder to the 
person whose hand struck the blow but to the person who used the hand ... sin 
does not consist of the members' external acts; rather, sin consists of the will's 
internal acrs that make use of the body's members.'' 

Traditional Christian theologians think of sin as a "turning away from God" 
(God's will)Y We cannot literally cause physkal events on our own (i.e. no 
act of our will necessitates an effect), so such a turning away from God <.:an not 
properly be expressed in the physical world. Wh.at remains is the will. In his 
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early notebooks Berkeley explicitly asserts that morality is a matter of volition 

and not outward act. 

Mo We have no Ideas of vertues & vices, no Ideas of Moral Actions wherefore 
it may be Question'd whether we are capable of arriving at Demonstration 
about them, the morality consisting in the Volition chiefly.43 

Thus the sinful act is the volition which is not consonant with God's will. Ac
tually killing an innocent is not in itself sinful, for that might be no different 

in outward appearance from a mere accidental death (the same effect). The 
distinction lies all and only in the intention associated with the result. Thus 
the sinfulness is entirely located in the act of the will. Nonetheless, one might 

balk at attributing this view to Berkeley on the grounds that it is a weak de
fense. It still leaves Berkeley's God responsible for the ultimate execution of 
a sinful act even if not responsible for the sin. The accusation is fair enough, 

but Berkeley sees it. 

As to guilt, it is the same thing whether I kill a man with my hands or an instru
ment; whether I do it myself or make use of a ruffian. The imputation therefore 
upon the sanctity of God is equal, whether we suppose our sensations to be pro
duced immediately by God, or by the mediation of instruments and subordinate 
causes, all which are his creatures, and moved by his laws. This theological con
sideration, therefore, may be waived, as leading besides the question; for such 
I hold are points to be which bear equally hard on both sides of it. Difficulties 
about the principle of moral actions will cease, if we consider that all guilt is in 
the will, and that our ideas, from whatever cause they are produced, are alike 
inert.44 

His initial line of defense is simply to argue that materialists can do no better 

in solving the problem. That, however, only speaks to the coherence of im
materialism vis-a-vis its materialist rival. At the end of the passage he returns 

to his basic position: sin is located entirely in the will. Since we are free be
ings, God is not responsible for the sinfulness of the associated act, even if 

the efficient cause of it. If one objects that Berkeley's view is still suspect since 

it essentially makes God an instrument of finite wills (and some evil ones to 
boot), Berkeley would likely employ the same defenses. First, materialists can 

do no better. Second, since the sin is located in the free act of willing, God is 

an instrument only in the sense that God chose to impose law-like regularities 

on the world. 
In general this second response makes more sense when paired with Berke

ley's views about the natural world. God is the Author of Nature, where the

"text" is the regularities we observe in the physical world. Where God follows
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his own laws according to his own perfect will, there can be no imputation
of blame and there is no diminishing of the power of the divine.•1 The siuful 
volition of a finite mind is made actual because God acts consistently in order 
to provide laws that enable us to regulate our behavior. To suppose that God 
is in any way morally tainted by such events is tantamount to blaming the 
mechanisms of a weapon for functioning according to the laws of physics. We 
do not think that objects bound by physical laws are morally culpable. It is, in 
a sense, a categorical mistake to attribute moral blame to God for conserving 
the functioning of the physical world. 

10.8 Berkeley: Finite Minds as Necessitating Effects 
At this point we can see why Berkeley is wedded to the view that finite minds 
have some causal power: it provides him with a palatable theological position 
with respect to a tricky problem with the metaphysics of his semi-occasion
alism.46 As a result, it is clear that Berkeley wants finite minds to be causally 
efficacious. Consider the end of Philonous' speech initially reproduced above. 

Lastly, I have no where said that God is the only agent who produces all the mo
tions in bodies. It is trne, I have denied there are any other agents beside spirits: 
but this is very consistent with allowing to thinking rational beings, in the pro
duction of motions, the use of limited powers, ultimately indeed derived from 
God, bnt immediately under the direction of their own wills, which is sufficient 
to entitle them to all the guilt of their actionsY 

I note again that this passage docs not attribute causal efficacy to finite minds; 
it attributes powers to them (which is consistent with Berkeley allowing that 
agents "produce" motions in the relevant sense). The question now is how 
Berkeley thinks that it is plausible that finite minds have powers that mer
it moral culpability. Mere correlation between two events is not sufficient; 
Berkeley needs the limit case of a cause. Since we know that causal power for 
Berkeley is just necessary connection, we already have the answer. Berkeley 
believes that finite minds, with respect to at least some cases, have the power 
to necessitate their effects. We further know that that power is the power of 
our faculty of imagination. 

In order to be morally culpable for an effect, one must form an intention to 
produce a particular outcome. As we have already seen, finite minds do not 
necessitate the effects of their wills in the physical world. In what sense, then, 
can one be held morally responsible? Berkeley replies by locating sinfulness in 
the act of the will itself. And this makes sense when one learns that Berkeley 
requires the presence of an idea for any act of the will. For volitional acts, 
those acts are paired with ideas of the imagination. The relationship between 
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the will and ideas of the imagination fits the bill and provides Berkeley with 
the resources he needs. 

I start with what I take to be a critical passage, an entry from his notebooks. 

Mcm: to enquire diligently into that strange Mistery viz. How it is that I can cast 
about, think of this or that Man, pince, action wn nothing appears to Jntrnduce 
them into my thoughts. wn they have no perceivable connexion wth the Ideas 
suggested by my senses at the present.◄• 

Berkeley is here thinking about ideas that he generates himself, viz. ideas of 
the imagination. Recall the distinction that he invokes in his published works. 
Ideas come in roughly two different kinds: ideas of sense that are volitionally 
independent of the minds that perceive them and constitute the "external" 
physical world we perceive, and ideas of imagination, which are volitionally 
dependent on the mind perceiving them. Ideas of imagination arc "less real" 
for Berkeley as they need not obey the laws of the physical world as laid down 
by the Author of Naturc.4' Hence Berkeley's puzzlement: what accounts for his 
mysterious power to conjure ideas with no sensory (i.e. external) prompting. 
And what is the nature of this power {i.e. is it causal?) One might balk at the 
implicit assumption here: that we in fact do perceive ideas of the imagination 
without any sensory prompting (which is distinct from the claim that imagi
native perception is possible without the prior experience of sensory ideas). I 
want co set chat concern aside for the moment and grant Berkeley the point. 

Berkeley believes that it is not possible for any mind to will without an idea 
as an object. This is popularly termed as the denial of blind agency.5° The view 
was commonplace among the early moderns. 

G.S. The propertys of all things arc in God i.e. there is in the Deity Understand
ing as well as Will. He is not Ulind agent & in truth a blind Agent is a 
Contradiction.'' 

S It seems to me that Will & understanding Volitions & ideas cannot be 
severed, that either cannot be possibly without the other,-" 

That is, it is logically necessary for an idea to be present when the mind wills. 
Volition requires the presence of an idea and Berkeley is clear about this 
implication. 

S.E. Distinct from or without perception there is no volition; therefore neither is 
their existence without perception.'! 

Thus, if the mind has the power to will an idea of the imagination, since 
that very power conceptually requires the presence of an idea, the volition 
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is necessarily connected to an idea, and hence qualifies as a cause. The very

(rnysterious) ability we find by experience we have to conjure up ideas of the 

irnagination at will guarantees that we cause them. Furthermore, the neces

sary connection between the idea of imagination and our volition makes us 
rnorally culpable. When I form the intention to harm an innocent, that inten

tion comes paired with an idea (or set of ideas) such that I am responsible for 

its content. 

One might object that attributing such a reading to Berkeley runs directly 

afoul of Malebranche, who already has an argument that such a view under
rnines itself and denies the mind any genuine causal power. One might sup

pose that Malebranche reasons as follows. 

I. To imagine is to produce an idea in the mind that wasn't there before .
2. Any act of the mind requires an idea to direct it (denial of blind

agency).
3. Thus, to produce the idea of x requires that one have the idea of

the x.
4. Thus, we don't actually produce any ideas; the mind has no power

even over its own thoughts.
5. Hence, the supposition that the mind has causal power is false.

The reasoning seems valid, but Berkeley is not threatened by the argument. 

He denies the first premise. To imagine is not to produce an idea that in no 

sense was in the mind previously. Our faculty of imagination requires a sort 
of repository of sensory ideas previously perceived. Berkeley would instead 
argue that to imagine is to voluntarily produce a (possibly new) idea in the 
mind by way of manipulating sensory ideas already perceived. 

We now have all the basic pieces to the puzzle. Berkeley believes that causes 
necessitate their effects. Finite minds need to have causal power in order to 

(a) satisfy the requirements of the "image of God" doctrine for his immate
rialist metaphysics and (b) to solve the author of sin problem which is other
wise so vexing. Berkeley makes room for the genuine causal efficacy of finite

minds in his system by invoking the necessity of the presence of ideas for
any instance of willing. Since some acts of the will might be thought to be
paired with sensory ideas in the physical world, Berkeley invokes the distinc

tion between mere power, where the presence of an idea is merely correlated
with a volitional act, and causation, where the idea is linked to the volition
by necessity. We may be said vulgarly to move our limbs ourselves, but that

is an instance of mere power only, dependent on the Author of Nature and
the regularities set down in the sensory world. But we are responsible for
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our intentions and wills, because those actions are causally wedded to the 
corresponding ideas. Berkeley adopts OCP and leaves genuine causal power 
in the physical world to God, but theological considerations along with his 
commitment to NEC enable him to assert that finite minds nonetheless have 
causal power. 

ro.9 A Final Complication 

Although I believe the interpretation of Berkeley I have constructed here ac
cords well with the texts and has the merit of being broadly consonant with 
his immaterialism, there remains one final-and important-complication to 
address. If I am right, Berkeley believes that when we form intentions, those 
volitional acts are necessarily married with a particular idea or ideas. But by 
what right can he reasonably assert that for any particular intention he has, 
there is a necessary connection between that willing and that specific idea? 

Consider a simple case. Might it not be possible to will the visual image of 
a chimera, but get it wrong? After all, Berkeley has no problem countenanc
ing the possibility of error with respect to the sensory world. I intend to turn 
my eyes and perceive some idea, but it is not at all what I expected. Or after 
experiencing one idea, I infer another is to follow shortly, but my prediction 
is foiled. If error is possible with respect to our ideas of imagination, then 
one would have an excellent case for denying the necessity of the connection 
between the volition and its effect. We cannot appeal to God to guarantee the 
right connections, since such a move would undermine Berkeley's strategy for 
absolving God of responsibility for sin. 

If faced with such a challenge, I conjecture that Berkeley would respond 
with two replies. First, he would invoke our own internal intuitive experi
ence. We simply "know" that we do have this causal power, hence it must 
be the case that we cannot fail to generate the right idea. This knowledge is 
not empirical, but somehow stems from a first principle of sorts. This ex
planation is supported by Berkeley's odd appeal to our "mysterious" power 

to conjure ideas (presumably the 1·ight ones) without prior prompting. Thi 

power is itself foundational, such that any alleged mistakes w0tild in fact be 
merely verbal. 14 If I were to try to imagine a chimera and imagine a tiger· 
lamb-chihuahua instead of a lion-goat-serpent, the correct analysis is that I 
have failed to imagine a chimera at all. Instead, I have imagined something 

else. Furthermore, this intuition is supported by our inclination to think chat

attempts to imagine X are imaginings of X. To imagine a goat is to imagine 

a goat, ao matter the possible confusions a bout the word "goat". Berkeley' 

deniaJ of blind agency dim:tly supports this line of thinking. Any attempt rn 

perform a particular will requires the idea antecedently. 
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Second, he would likely argue as many free will theorists do. We have a 

deep intuition that we are morally responsible for our volitional acts. The pos

sibility of such acts requires a necessary connection of the sort here posited, 

hence those connections are necessary. The worry that one might see a modus 

to/lens where Berkeley sees a modus ponens does not seem to concern Berkeley. 

I confess that neither response strikes me as deeply satisfying, although I 

think both would have likely satisfied Berkeley and his contemporaries. De

spite a careful review of the texts, I find no evidence that Berkeley is ever con

cerned about the possibility of error when it comes to ideas of the imagination. 

Yet there is a certain consistency and elegance to the reading I am ascribing 

to Berkeley that produces some evidential force in its own right. Whether the 
view is ultimately defensible in its own right also depends heavily on a great 

number of other claims Berkeley makes when constructing his immaterialist 
metaphysics. I conclude only with the contention that Berkeley was a form of 

limited occasionalist. He believed finite minds to be powerless in the physi
cal world, but nonetheless to be robust, causally powerful agents capable of 
moral responsibility in virtue of their construction in the image of God. 
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